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T he Pr e-engineer ed
Sol u t ion F or Building
F ence-r e ady, Code
Compl i a n t R e ta ining
Wa l l s E v ery T ime.
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Presenting The
Incomparable
Sleeve-It System.
tm

www.fencesleeve.com

Don’t wait until the
retaining wall is
built to consider
fence requirements.

By then it’s too late. Addressing fence integration as an
Fence
Post

afterthought not only significantly reduces the integrity

50 plf Load
per IBC/IRC

of the existing wall’s structure, it often results in the
loss of at least three feet of valuable real estate for the
entire length of the fence you need along the wall. The

Retaining
Wall Block

Retaini
Wall Blo

Sleeve-It System works within new wall construction,
integrating the fence perfectly in every way.
Without The Sleeve-It System
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Sleeve-It – The engineering
breakthrough we’ve all
been waiting for.

Code compliance and its associated complications and costs, the loss of
valuable real estate when retrofitting a fence while creating the required
buffer zone, as well as the loss of wall integrity if fence posts are bored
directly into an existing wall are all daunting challenges solved by
the Sleeve-It System. Those familiar with using the Sleeve-It System
have nothing but high praise for this unique technological solution.
Once you’ve experienced it for yourself, rest assured, you too will be
wondering how you got along before.

“No more collapsing cardboard tubes or
running to a supply house to pick up
long lengths of drainage pipe to fabricate
into sleeves. The Sleeve-It System also
eliminates call backs from the fence
contractor trying to figure out how to
auger holes through our geogrid.”
John Siebert
Pickering Valley Landscape, Inc.
Wall Installer since ‘90
“Using the Sleeve-It System allows
my wall crew to install the fence
tubes directly behind the wall face
and out of the way of my backfill and
compaction operation.”
Glen Clarke
C&C Landscaping, Inc.
Wall Installer since ‘93

Isometric View of Sleeve-It 1224R System Components.
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For downloadable details and specifications go to www.fencesleeve.com

www.fencesleeve.com

How It Works.
Fence

50 plf Load
per IBC/IRC

Fence
Post

The face of a Post
Segmental Retaining Wall consists of
dry stacked, mortarless concrete units. These units

50 plf Load
per IBC/IRC

Resisting Soil Mass

cannot resist overturning when a load is applied to
Retaining
a fence post.
Wall Block

The Sleeve-It System uses a traditional

Retaining
Wall Block
12”Øx24” Deep
Sleeve-It™ System

cantilever design to engage the overlying soil mass,
thereby providing resistance to the fence load.
With The Sleeve-It System
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The proof is in the testing.
800.0

With the
Sleeve-It™
1224R

700.0

Load Applied to Fence*, Pounds

Rigorous laboratory and field-testing
have proven without question that the
Sleeve-It System’s innovative design
ensures load transfer from the fence
structure to the reinforced soil and away
from the block face of the SRW.

600.0
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IBC 50 plf Load with 10 Foot Fence Post Spacing
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300.0
Without the
Sleeve-It™
1224R
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IBC 200 lb Concentrated Load
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The Sleeve-It System meets code
requirement for fences and guards as
prescribed by Section 1607.7.1 of the
2003 IBC. Fence structures installed in
the wall’s block face or directly behind
it do not meet code, as shown on the
bottom of the graph, and the top of the
wall simply pushes over.

1/2

Wall Deflection, Inches
* All loads were applied at a height of 48" above grade.

Why has fence integration with a segmental retaining
wall become such a hot topic in recent years? The
International Building Code (IBC) of 2003 has recently
been adopted at various levels by 48 states. This code
clearly defines that a fence is required where a fall hazard
is present. To integrate a fence with an existing wall
necessary requirements are unachievable without costly
design considerations.
What are the specific code requirements when integrating
a fence with a retaining wall? IBC section 1607.7.1
states that when a retaining wall reaches the 18" – 48"
height range (local municipal dependent), a fall hazard
is created. The fence system must also resist concentrated
loads ranging from 200 to 500 lbs.
How has fence integration been addressed in the past? By
creating a three foot buffer zone between the fence post
foundation and wall face, any load applied to the fence
system is absorbed by the surrounding soil without
affecting the integrity of the wall face.

Why is the buffer zone concept problematic? An SRW
should maximize usable real estate, yet often that land
use will not be available to the segmental wall face.
• Work stoppages caused by last minute redesigns and
lengthy municipal review periods.
• Maintenance and safety issues related to having three
feet of “dead space” on the hazard side of the fence.
• During wall installation there is often a loss of production
and poor compaction within the integration zone.
Is there more than one size for the Sleeve-It System and
what is the appropriate nomenclature? Yes. Think of the
Sleeve-It System as a line of products. The Sleeve-It
1224R is currently available for typical commercial/
residential applications where the 200 lb concentrated
load and up, to a 50 lb plf requirement, is the case. The
Sleeve-It 1632R is for implementing vehicular guide
rails, light posts, and other site amenities. These units are
collectively referred to as the Sleeve-It System. The
numbering system defines the diameter and depth of the
sleeve with the “R” referring to the steel reinforcement.

For more Q&A visit us at www.fencesleeve.com

www.fencesleeve.com

The Undeniable
Benefits of The
Sleeve-It System.

Eliminates Fence
Contractor concerns
about affecting wall
system integrity.

Ensures the Developer
maximum use of
valuable real estate.
Reduces the Wall
Designer’s liability
related to fence
integration.

Allows the Wall
Contractor to
maintain peak
production.

Provides the
Specifier with a code
compliant solution.

Give us a call before your next project at 1-866-843-0500.
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Distributed By

Sleeve-It is manufactured exclusively by Advanced Hardscape Solutions™ LLC and distributed
by masonry concrete manufacturers worldwide. U.S. Patents and International Patents pending
on all aspects of the Sleeve-It System. © 2006 Advanced Hardscape Solutions LLC
SLEEVE-IT™ • P.O. Box 748 Glenmoore, Pa. 19343 • Phone 866-843-0500 • www.fencesleeve.com

